This floor coating system was designed for a new bike-sharing program that was developed to span throughout the city Istanbul. The coating was to be used on the concrete platforms in which the bikes were kept along with surrounding ramps and stairs.

As an exterior application, the City of Istanbul required a UV stable coating that was durable enough to withstand constant foot and bike traffic. As a result of this, the architect selected HP Spartacote’s Sparta-Quartz™ floor coating system. This monolithic quartz flooring application incorporated Sparta-Flex® polyaspartic coating in conjunction with UV stable colored quartz aggregates to create a floor with superior durability and traction. The polyaspartic quartz coating provided for a textured finish that helped to improve traction in both dry and wet exterior conditions while allowing for minimal flooring maintenance.

HP Spartacote’s Sparta-Quartz is also great for other applications such as: parking garages, exterior walkways, locker rooms, restrooms, and more.